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Case Study BRANZ
Background
BRANZ is an independent and
impartial research, testing, consulting
and information company providing
resources for the building industry
and is owned and directed by New
Zealand's building and construction
industry. As part of major
redevelopment of its Porirua site,
BRANZ selected an ETA HACK pellet
boiler, supplied by Spark Energy, to
service the hot water requirements
for the property. Installed by NME
Mechanical of Lower Hutt and with
mechanical design by Beca’s team in
Wellington, the new pellet boiler
commenced heating the site mid2011.

A purpose-built fuel hopper with a
working capacity of 32 cubic metres
was built adjacent to the boilerhouse
with ready access for the fuel
delivery truck. The wood pellet fuel is
conveyed pneumatically into the
pellet hopper using a specialist
delivery truck operated by Nature’s
Flame.
BRANZ boilerhouse and hopper

ETA 2,200 litre buffer tank

Positive staff response

ETA HACK 130kW pellet boiler

An automatic sweeping arm fuel
handling system with a diameter of 4
metres conveys the fuel to the boiler
with the boiler converting up to 92%
of the energy contained in the fuel to
heat energy.

BRANZ staff have responded well
to the biomass-based heating
solution, recognizing its use of a
renewable fuel and the comfort
provided by the upgraded heating
system throughout the property.

Ultra-clean emissions and use of a renewable fuel

Smart design
The design for the pellet boiler
included the fitting of a 2,200 litre
ETA buffer tank and connectivity with
the site’s BMS system, a standard
feature of the ETA control system.
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Boiler

electric, heat pumps

130kW ETA HACK

Efficiency

100%-250%

92% (TÜV test report)

Dust emissions

n/a

<30mg/m3 (test report)

Fuel

Electricity

Wood pellets

Fuel supplier

n/a

Nature’s Flame

Fuel feeding

n/a

Automatic, sweeping arm

Fuel store

n/r

32 m3

Ignition

n/a

Automatic (electric heat gun)

Carbon emitted pa

n/a

nil (net basis)

Spark Energy markets and installs high-efficiency wood boilers and supplies fuel-grade wood chips to commercial heat users throughout
New Zealand. To find out more about how we can help you reduce your heating costs and enhance your environmental footprint, contact
Spark Energy via email info@sparkenergy.co.nz, on the web www.sparkenergy.co.nz or dial our office on 03 441 8079 (021 766 110 A/H).

	
  

